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  ALL OF THE FIREWORKS WE SELL ARE MANUFACTURED AND 
TESTED TO COMPLY WITH BS7114:PART 2:1988 or BSEN15947:2010 

  FIREWORKS CANNOT BE SOLD TO PERSONS 
  APPARENTLY UNDER 18 YEARS OF AGE 



CRACKLING KALEIDOSCOPE  £5.99 
Exciting crackly fountain with nine 
changes of effects 

SPRING BLOSSOM   £5.99 
Colour-changing fountain  
with starbursts 

GLITTERING GEMSTONES    £7.99 
Offering a multitude of colour  
changes with pea greens, subtle  
ambers and loud crackles 

WHISTLING BANSHEE  £5.99 
Strong whistling fountain giving 
60 seconds of screaming fun 

LEAPING LIZARDS    £6.99 
Fountain with fabulous blue & 
orange stars, and crackling  
flowers in red, silver and orange 
and lasting for over a minute 

KRACKATOA        £8.99 
Traditional conic fountain      
giving a beautiful display of   
silver glitter 

FOUNTAINS / CONES & CANDLES 

PLOTTERS KEG           £25.00 
A 23-shot keg with a silver crackling 
fountain erupting to multi bombard 
shots and a plume fountain with a 
loud 42 mm mine finale 

KING COBRA                  £9.99 
Beautiful fountain start followed by 
18 hissing and spitting shots of real 
excitement.  Great value firework 

CRACKLING SNAKE   £7.99 
Wonderful and unusual  
firework featuring 2 minutes 
of hissing, crackling fun 

COMET CHASERS   £10.99 
320 shots of high flying red, 
gold and green stars 

DIAMOND SUN    £3.49 
A great value small wheel  
that really packs a punch  

CYCLONE WHEEL   £14.99 
Massive wheel for the enthusiast 
with 8 turbo-charged multi effect 
motors giving a loud and proud 
display 



 BARRAGES 

SUPER BOMB            £17.99    
25 shots  of red, green and blue  
tails to titanium salutes. 

WHISPERING CHARM     £14.99 

This charming but quiet firework has a good variation  
of effects. A red fountain to silver fish with red, white 
and blue mines, followed by silver tail comets  

UFO CATCHER           £12.99 
25 shots of noisy growling and 
climbing stars 

LEMON BOMBARD   £12.99 
25 shots of rising tails, vivid lemon 
chrysanthemum bursts & crackle 

LUMIMOUS FLUX      £9.99 
25 shots of red & green palms,  
red & blue stars & crackle flowers 

DELTA RAY         £9.99 
25 shots of silver tails to coloured 
peonies, white strobes & crackle 

BLING KING  £21.99 
16 shots fired in pairs with a double  
burst from each. Ejecting crackling  
comets & palms this is a really  
high-impact firework  

WHISTLING GHOSTS    £12.99 
25 shots of shrieking whistling 
streamers 

MYSTICAL                    £22.50  
25 shots of orange, pink, yellow & purple stars 

all bursting to magnificent golden bombards 

STARRING          £9.49 
16 gold comets with silver tail 
bursting to multi colour & crackle 

SWARMING BUGS      £8.99 
16 Shot of blue star mines erupting 
to a swarm of white strobe  
bombards with coloured stars 

HURRICANE  £11.99 

24 shots of red, green & gold glitter to palms 
with final. 4 shots as silver glitter 

ACID RAIN   £11.99 

24 shots of red, green & blue stars with final 
4 shots as brocade 

LIGHTNING STRIKE £11.99 

24 shots of golden, red, & silver glitter 
& final 4 shots as crackling flowers 



LARGE BARRAGES 

TORTURED TEMPEST         £33.99 
25 large shots of red stars to white  
glitter, red  coconut willow, purple  
peony & red stars 

LASER BOMBARD         £25.99 
49 shots of colour, whistle, crackle & 
reports—really packs a punch! 

DIAMOND PRINCESS            £36.99 
28 shots of red & green tail to gold  
willow, blue tail to gold willow and  
crackling tail to golden willow 

AWAKENING SPIRITS         £35.00 
Lasting almost a minute with 36 
large shots of red dahlia bursts to 
white strobe & gold & green palms 
with a crackling finale 

THUNDER KING      £42.99 
50 shots which start as mine effects  
then to comets with golden tails  
bursting to multi colours and loud bangs  

BRAZILIAN BOMBSHELL          £51.99 
40 shots of red peony, titanium bursts, red 
crackling coconut, silver fish, green glitter  
and brocade crown 

MYSTICAL                    £22.50  
25 shots of orange, pink, yellow &  
purple stars all bursting to  
magnificent golden bombards 



GRAND FINALES 

FIREWORKS CRAZY   £74.99 
Releasing all of its powerful 100 shots in just less than a minute 
this one really creates aerial mayhem!  Shoots crackling tails to 
silver spinners, blue, red, white and green  mines, whistling tails 
to gold and silver stars  and a quickened 10 shot finale 

PARTY ANIMAL  £74.99 
95 varied fast-firing shots this is a great finisher for any 
family display firing salvoes of effects with a noisy finale 

THE BIG SHOW                                                £86.99 
83 shots of vertical bursts with silver to red and green 
twisting tails, silver strobe to gold with red bursts, blue 
and green tipped brocades ending with a rapid finale of 
silver comet tails to red and a  volley of humming red and 
silver tails to crackle  

MASQUERADE   £74.99 
This rapid firing cake has strobing effects in silver,  
red and green as well as blue and red peony aerial  
bursts and whistles. It has an intense finale of a  
silver crackling flower– 75 seconds duration 

CAGED PANTHER PRO                                £94.99 
A powerful caged cake ejecting 66 shots with blue tails & waves 
of  willow, green tails with spider bursts, red tails and red   
chrysanthemum bursts and titanium starbusts with willow mines 



ROCKET PACKS 

SIREN   £7.99 
Pack of 5 small garden  
rockets to enhance a  
family display 

CENTAUR  £13.99 
Pack of 9 rockets in two 
different sizes, each 
giving a different effect 

CYCLOPS  £21.99 
Pack of 11 rockets in two sizes, 
with the largest at 20g giving a  
sky filling performance 

SKY MISSILE £9.99 
Great value rocket 
bursting with a coloured 
star 

AIR-BOMBER £14.99 
Nice and loud—a high 
powered air bomb rocket 
to wake up your  
audience! 

TOMAHAWK    £19.99 
Now in a pack of 4  
rockets but with more 

power and greater 

effects 

APOLLO 5 PRO  £22.99 
5 spectacular rockets giving 
some of the best effects 
available in a garden rocket 

STINGERS   £6.99 
Pack of 5 small whistling 
bomb rockets 



GAS GIANTS             £29.99 
Sold as a pair—one bursting to a 
beautiful red dahlia with  
chrysanthemum and the  other 
a classic colour palm burst  with 
crackle 

DISCOVERY 
£14.99 

EXPLORER 
£17.99 

BIG GUNS PRO    £22.99 
Single rocket available in one 
of four effects: 
 Golden weeping willow 
 Double colour thunder 
 Colourful palm 
 Silver chrysanthemum 

CUPID SELECTION  £24.95 

Single rocket available in 

one of five effects: 

 Sourcerer 

 Sky Thunder 

 Special Ring 

 Quantum 

 Love is in the Air 

LARGE ROCKETS 

GEMINI 
£20.99 

TRIAD    £16.99 
Available in 3 

different effects 

THE KING        £24.99 
The ultimate sky filler, show  
starter, event stopper,  
New Year Celebration and 
crowd pleaser.   
Add the WOW factor !! 



BRONZE SELECTION   £19.99            

12 Items including Fountains,  cones, mines, multi-
shots and a catherine wheel.                                

SELECTION BOXES 

GOLD SELECTION   £34.99            

23 Items including Fountains, cones, mines,       
multi-shots and 2 catherine wheels                        
 
Recommended distance of 8 metres 
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